Endogenous reactive metabolites and exogenous factors lead to various damages in cellular DNA. The genetic stability of organisms is achieved by a broad spectrum of repair mechanisms (for review, see [1] ), among them nucleotide excision repair (NER) plays an important role. This process removes a wide range of lesions distorting the double helix such as pyrimidine dimers arising upon UV irradiation and bulky chemical adducts with environmental cancerogenic compounds or chemotherapeutic drugs [2] . NER defects lead to severe diseases including some forms of cancer. NER involves more than 30 polypeptides [2] . There are two pathways of NER: global genome repair (GG-NER), removing lesions in the whole genome DNA, and transcription coupled repair (TC-NER) operating with the transcribed DNA strand. TC-NER is associated with the functioning of RNA-polymerase II; its arrest at the damage site is a signal for the assembly of repair protein complex [3, 4] .
The overall molecular mechanism of GG-NER is generally understood. The removal of a lesion is a sequential process and includes the following steps: damage recognition, DNA unwinding around the damage (formation of open complex), excision of damaged fragment, and gap filling (DNA resynthesis). The GG-NER process has been reconstructed in an in vitro system [5] . It was shown that only six core repair factors (XPCRad23B, XPA, RPA, TFIIH, XPG, and ERCC1-XPF) are necessary and sufficient for repairing most lesions in vitro [6] . XPC-Rad23B is now considered as a primary damage sensor in GG-NER [7, 8] . However, the subsequent assembly of NER factors on the damaged DNA, the composition and the lifetime of intermediate structures, and the precise mechanism of the reaction are not yet fully understood.
NER is a multistep process that is carried out through the formation of unstable intermediate complexes enabled by the DNA-protein and protein-protein interactions. One of the approaches to reveal unstable interactions and define the structure of intermediate complexes is the affinity labeling using photoreactive DNA structures mimicking intermediates of different stages of the repair process [9] [10] [11] [12] . This method allows studying the architecture of DNA-protein complexes appearing during NER and the role of NER proteins at the different stages of this process. Data on the study of interaction of NER proteins, XPC-Rad23B, XPA, and RPA, with DNA intermediates of NER key stages, damage recognition and preincision complex (Fig. 1) , using photoaffinity labeling are presented below.
DNA duplexes, containing photoreactive exo-N-{2-[N-(4-azido-2,5-difluoro-3-chloropyridin-6-yl)-3-aminopropionyl]-aminoethyl}-2'-deoxycytidine-5'-monophosphate (FAP-dCMP, Fig. 2, A) or 4-thiouridine (4S-dUMP) in one strand, and bulky anthracene group attached to dC in the opposite strand, were used for the analysis of interaction of XPC-Rad23B, XPA, and RPA with DNA in case of a damage in one or both strands of the DNA duplex [13] . FAP-dCMP was shown to be recognized and processed by the bacterial and human NER systems [10, 14] . The level of cross-links to the thio-group increased while adding the bulky substitute in the opposite strand of the DNA duplex, Antr-dCMP, and also non-complementary nucleotide opposite 4S-dUMP. The anthracene residue causes distortion in the structure of DNA duplex, though to a lesser degree than the FAP-group [15] . The yield of XPC modification products drastically decreased when an anthracene residue was incorporated opposite FAP-dCMP, as both strands of DNA duplex contained bulky substitutes. The experiments on binding showed that the affinity of XPCRad23B to DNA was virtually unchanged. Therefore, the decrease in modification level is probably a consequence of geometric changes in DNA-protein complex during the introduction of bulky substituents in both strands of the DNA duplex. An analysis of the repair of DNA containing lesions in both strands in HeLa extract showed almost total inhibition of the repair process in regard to this DNA [16] . Later it was proposed that XPC interacts with the strand region opposite to the damage [17] . This assumption was directly confirmed by X-ray structural analysis of the complex of Rad4 protein, yeast ortholog of XPC, with the damaged DNA fragment [18] . It was assumed that Rad4 binds damaged DNA by the induced fit mechanism presupposing the scanning of DNA duplex for the non-paired nucleotides, which can bind with specific domains. This assumption is in agreement with the model of multiple stage recognition in NER, according to which the damages that thermodynamically destabilize DNA duplex are the preferential NER substrates [19] . However, X-ray structural analysis of the Rad4-Rad23 complex with a DNA fragment shows only one, probably the most stable, configuration of this complex. However, the dynamic aspects of the mechanism of damage recognition by XPC-Rad23B complex in higher eukaryotes remain unclear and alternative approaches for their study, in particular the method of photoaffinity labeling, can be useful.
The use of photoreactive groups imitating bulky damage allows covalent fixing of polypeptides directly contacting this group. However, extended linkers in these structures provide an opportunity to react with the proteins located on the opposite strand of the DNA duplex. To determine the contacts of NER factors with an intact DNA strand during the process of damage recognition, there were constructed DNA structures containing 5-iodo-2'-deoxyuridine-5'-monophosphate (5I-dUMP) residues in various positions of the intact strand and dUMP fluorescein derivative (Flu-dUMP, Fig. 2, B) as a damage in the opposite strand [20, 21] . Photoreactive groups with zero size linker, like 5I-dUMP, are supposed to react only with amino acid residues in direct contact with them [22] . The Flu-dUMP residue was used as a damage, as it was shown that this analog is recognized and repaired in the NER system [23] . The evaluation of the affinity of NER factors to DNA structures by gel-shift assay showed that none of the proteins -XPC-Rad23B, XPA, or RPA -revealed significant preference in binding damaged DNA, which is necessary for the discrimination of the damaged region in a huge massive of native DNA. These data agree with the assumption of cooperative interactions of several proteins at the stage of damage recognition. Indeed, simultaneous addition of RPA and XPC-Rad23B resulted in some increase in the affinity of the latter to different DNA structures, more remarkable in case of damaged DNA [20] . In the presence of both XPA and XPCRad23B, the effect of mutual stimulation in binding of these proteins to DNA was observed. The interaction of XPC and XPA as well as XPC and RPA during binding to UV-irradiated DNA was also shown using footprinting assay [24] . However, the mechanism of this interaction remains unclear.
RPA also stimulated modification of XPC-Rad23B by 5I-dUMP-containing DNA structures, and the maximal stimulation was observed for DNA duplex containing non-complementary nucleotide pair near the damage [20] . The stimulation effect was shown to involve protein-protein interactions: mutant RPA lacking domains responsible for the protein-protein interactions did not affect XPC-Rad23B modification. On the addition of prokaryotic SSB protein, stimulation was not observed, evidencing to the specificity of interaction between XPC-Rad23B and RPA. Notably, the dependence of XPC-Rad23B modification intensity on the position of a 5I-dUMP residue in the intact strand corresponded with the X-ray data for Rad4, i. e. the 5I-dUMP positions demonstrating maximum levels of XPC modification coincided with the places of Rad4 and DNA contact [18] . This correspondence probably allows accounting the data on the mechanism of damage recognition obtained for the yeast protein in regard to the NER system of higher eukaryotes where proteins X-ray analysis is still missing.
XPA and RPA proteins are important elements of the complex formed on the damaged DNA at the stage preceding the damage excision by endonucleases ERCC1-XPF and XPG, the so-called preincision complex [25] . The DNA structures containing non-complementary region of 15 nt with bulky adduct (Flu-dUMP) in one strand may be considered as the models imitating DNA intermediates formed at the primary stage of preincision complex assembly, after partial unwinding of DNA duplex in the damaged region by TFIIH helicases [26] . The use of such structures containing 5I-dUMP in different DNA positions allowed studying XPA and RPA localization in the partly open DNA duplex. It was shown that XPA interacts basically with the transition of an open region to the duplex part [21] . This localization of XPA corresponds to its function of attracting the structure specific endonucleases to the place of damaged strand incisions [27] . Together with RPA, mainly interacting with non-damaged DNA strand, XPA participates in formation and maintaining of the proper structure of the DNA-protein complex required for precise seating and coordinate action of excision nucleases ERCC1-XPF and XPG (Fig. 2) . The involvement of two RPA molecules in the preincision complex can be assumed [21] . One molecule interacts with a singlestranded region of the intact strand in partially open DNA duplex and simultaneously with XPA, and the second RPA molecule is located near the transition of the open part into the duplex, at the 3-side from the damage, and may interact with XPG. RPA might bind singlestranded DNA in this complex, being in transitional conformation [28] . The participation of more than one RPA molecules in preincision complex assembly is justified by the necessity to create contacts both with structurally different DNA regions in partly open du- plex and with other proteins attracted to the complex. This assumption agrees with the domain structure of RPA and its conformation, and also with the bubble size. Moreover, the seating of several RPA molecules can be necessary for further unwinding of DNA duplex to the size of open region ~30 nt, preceding the excision of damaged DNA fragment [29, 30] . It should be noted that the right orientation of XPA and RPA on DNA is achieved in the absence of TFIIH, which is probably displaced by these proteins from the complex with DNA.
In sum, the results of studying the interaction of NER proteins with model DNA structures imitating the substrates and intermediates at different stages of the process using photoaffinity labeling demonstrate the advantage of this approach in studying the architecture and dynamics of DNA-protein complex, being sensitive to local structural changes in a DNA damage region.
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